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INTRODUCTION
Liver fibrosis is an important stage in the development of chronic hepatitis B. Its progression can be halted or even reversed by early diagnosis, dynamic assessment and effective treatment. Identification of the fibrosis stage is thus an essential requisite for timely diagnosis and therapy [1] . Liver biopsy is considered the gold standard for diagnosis of cirrhosis and staging of fibrosis; however, biopsy is an invasive procedure the clinical application of which is restrained due to poor patient compliance and sampling error [2, 3] . Hence, an accurate and non-invasive method to determine fibrosis stage is urgently required in the clinic. Ultrasound elastography is rapidly advancing and is becoming an important clinical measure for the detection of liver fibrosis stage [4] .This is demonstrated by the clinical guidelines published by the European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology [5] and World Federation for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology [6] . At present, transient elastography (TE) and two dimensional shear wave elastography (2D-SWE) are hot topics. This is demonstrated by previous studies [7, 8] involving the diagnosis of liver fibrosis which focused on significant liver fibrosis (≥ F2), whereas less has been reported regarding the diagnosis of early liver fibrosis (F1). In this study, on the basis of 2D-SWE in patients with chronic hepatitis B, the textural features of the designated elastic image were derived from gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) built by texture analysis software. These results were compared with pathological results of liver biopsies and statistical analyses were conducted to explore the feasibility of 2D-SWE plus texture analysis in the diagnosis of early liver fibrosis stage.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
This study recruited patients with chronic hepatitis B who were scheduled for percutaneous liver biopsy at Beijing Friendship Hospital, Capital Medical University (Beijing, China) between September 2016 and September 2017 and included 20 males and 26 females with ages ranging from 15-71 years (mean age of 45.1 ± 13.5 years). Exclusion criteria were patients in whom elastography failed or biopsy specimens didn't meet the quality requirements for pathological diagnosis. This study was reviewed and approved by the Ethical Committee of Beijing Friendship Hospital, Capital Medical University. All patients or their guardians signed the informed consent.
Instruments and methods
Instruments and parameter set-up: SuperSonic Imagine Aixplorer ultrasound system(Aixplore ® , SuperSonic Imagine, Ain-en-Provence, France) was used with parameters as follows: SC6-1 convex lens probe and probe frequency of 1-6 MHz; image depth of 8 cm, image enlargement to 120%; elastography sampling frame at 4 cm × 3 cm; region of interest (ROI) of 15 ± 2 mm; elastic measurement scale of 40 kPa; 2D image elastic images arrayed up and down, elastography sampling frame was placed on the image center.
Ultrasonography: Eight hours of fasting was ordered before ultrasonography. Patients were in the supine position with right upper limb lifted to increase the width of the intercostal space. On the right intercostal space, the right lower sections of the anterior or posterior liver lobe was selected and the probe was properly pressed to clearly display the image while avoiding large intrahepatic ducts. The upper edge of the elastography sampling frame was positioned about 1 cm below the liver capsule. Patients were asked to hold breathing for 3-5 s under the condition of calm respiration. The 2D-SWE mode was switched on and images were frozen upon stabile elastic images followed by storage of raw images and measurement and documentation of the mean values (kPa) within ROI. The criteria for elastography failure were: the color filling defect in the elastography sampling frame exceeded half area or the minimum value in ROI was zero. Each patient was measured 3 times, and 3 raw images (for subsequent texture analysis) were stored to yield 3 values of the Young's modulus and the mean value was calculated as well. All patients were examined by the same senior clinician who specialized in ultrasound for more than 5 years and was expert at ultrasound elastography. Data collection was performed by the same clinician as well.
Texture analysis: Texture analysis software (SSI_Toll_Tsinghua, Tsinghua, Beijing, China) was used to delineate the filling area (without filling the defect area) on the raw elastic image. The textural features of the designated area were derived via constructing a GLCM. In addition, 4 sets of indexes were acquired from 4 different angles (0 o , 45 o , 135 o , and 180 o ) including contrast, correlation, angular second moment (ASM), and homogeneity. The mean values were calculated. Figure 1 illustrates the analysis process. Each patient was measured 3 times, and the individual mean values of contrast, correlation, ASM, and homogeneity were calculated.
Percutaneous liver biopsy:
Ultrasound-guided liver biopsy was performed in all patients. The elastography sampling frame region was the biopsy target, and liver tissue of 1.5-2.5 cm length was collected using a 16G biopsy needle (MG1522, Bard, Murray Hill, New Jersey, USA). Under a microscope, more than 10 complete portal areas were collected, and specimens with fractured liver tissue were excluded. Needle biopsies were made 2-3 times for each patient, and collected tissues were fixed in formaldehyde solution prior to sectioning, HE staining, reticular fiber and Masson staining. Diagnosis was made jointly by 2 senior pathologists who reviewed the slides blinded. Liver fibrosis was staged to F0-F4 according to the METAVIR scoring system: F0 referred to no fibrosis; F1 referred to star-shaped enlargement of the portal area but without a fibrous septum; F2 referred to star-shaped enlargement of the portal area with a few fibrous septa; F3 referred to the presence of abundant fibrous septa but without pseudo-lobule formation; F4 referred to numerous fibrous septa with pseudolobule formation. Step 1, texture analysis software was used to delineate the filling area (without filling defect area) on the raw elastic image, avoiding vascular and biliary cavities.
Step 2, a texture analysis image was generated. Step 
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted with SPSS 20.0 software (Version 20.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and MedCalc statistical software (Version 18.6, MedCalc software, Ostend, Belguim). Data were expressed by median and range, and a Mann-Whitney U test was adopted for making comparison between two independent groups, while Spearman's rank correlation coefficient was used to evaluate the correlation of individual variables with pathological stages. Predictive value (PRE) of combined diagnosis was calculated based on a logistic regression model. In addition, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted, followed by calculation of the area under the ROC curves (AUC) with 95%CI. Diagnostic efficacy was considered when AUC was greater than 0.7. Intra-group AUC comparisons for different variables were analyzed by Hanley and McNeil's method. The threshold value for diagnosis was determined by the highest critical point of Youden's index (YI). Intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) were adopted to assess consistency in diagnosis, with ICC > 0.75 defined as a good consistency. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Pathological diagnosis
As shown in Table 1 , among 46 patients, 44 cases were ultimately enrolled into this study. Two cases were excluded: one case due to failure of 2D-SWE (patient had poor compliance with breathing instruction which rendered filling the ROI less than 50%); the other case was due to fracture of liver biopsy tissue -patient rejected repeated biopsy.
In 44 cases with complete data, pathological stages encompassed: F0 in 15 cases, F1 in 9 cases, F2 in 9 cases, F3 in 5 cases, and F4 in 6 cases.
Correlation of individual detection results with pathological stage and inter-group comparisons
Rank correlation: Rank correlation analysis displayed: pathological fibrosis stage was statistically correlated with the values of Young's modulus, contrast and homogeneity (r value of 0.659, 0.710 and -0.498, respectively, P < 0.01 for all indexes); no significant correlation was detected between pathological fibrosis stage and correlation or ASM (r values of -0.210 and -0.323, respectively).
Inter-group comparison for individual variables: As shown in Table 2 , statistical differences were found in all inter-group comparisons for the values of Young's modulus, contrast and homogeneity (P < 0.05).
Comparing diagnosis efficiency of liver fibrosis stage
As shown in Figure 2 , ROC curves for each group were constructed for 2D-SWE, contrast, correlation, ASM, homogeneity, and PRE of combined diagnosis, respectively. The diagnosis efficiency of each index was analyzed as well. Table 3 presents cut-off values, sensitivity, and specificity.
Correlation and ASM showed poor diagnosis efficiency with the exception of ASM, which had diagnostic ability in the early cirrhosis group (AUC > 0.7, P < 0.05).
Diagnosis efficiency for combined diagnosis: PRE of combined diagnosis displayed efficiency in all stages of liver fibrosis (AUC > 0.7, P < 0.01). AUC in early liver fibrosis (≥ F1), significant liver fibrosis (≥ F2), severe fibrosis (≥ F3), and early stage of cirrhosis (F4) groups were 0.952 (0.841-0.994), 0.896 (0.766-0.967), 0.978 (0.881-0.999) and 0.947 (0.835-0.992), respectively. The combined diagnosis showed higher diagnosis efficiency over 2D-SWE in early liver fibrosis (P < 0.05), whereas no significant differences were observed in other comparisons (P > 0.05).The cut-off values, sensitivity, and specificity are listed in Table 3 .
Assessment of consistency in individual detection results
Raw images of two measurements were randomly selected out of the F0 group, followed by consistency assessment in 2D-SWE and textural variables (contrast, correlation, ASM, homogeneity). ICC values were 0.88, 0.98, 0.97, 0.99and 0.99 (more than 0.75), respectively, indicating a good consistency in various detection results.
DISCUSSION
In recent years, the non-invasive detection technology of liver fibrosis has developed rapidly, especially the ultrasound elastography technology. Significant liver fibrosis and early liver cirrhosis were the focus of previous studies [9, 10] , which are considered as important markers of disease progression and initiation of treatment. However, hepatitis B virus DNA and alanine aminotransferase level are the main basis for the initiation of antiviral therapy of chronic hepatitis B patients [11, 12] , The diagnosis of liver fibrosis stage is more important as a means of disease monitoring and therapeutic effect evaluation, so the diagnosis of early liver fibrosis particularly important. Hepatic fibrosis is a dynamic process in which early liver fibrosis indicates the transition from quantitative to qualitative changes of the disease, and indicates that patients require more active monitoring and treatment. In view of this, the ultrasound elastography was combined with the application of texture analysis in this study in order to make progress in the diagnosis of early liver fibrosis. Ultrasound-based elastography technology as currently used widely in clinical applications are mainly TE and 2D-SWE. In clinical practice, TE is adopted universally [13] , which manifests satisfactory diagnostic value to liver fibrosis stage [14, 15] . Nonetheless, because TE is unable to display 2D sonography in real-time, the intrahepatic duct system could interfere with detection, and the measurement accuracy could be affected by the ribs, gas, ascites, and thick subcutaneous fat [16] . A previous study reported that failure of TE detection resulted in unreliable measurements that accounted for 16.3% [17] . 2D-SWE can detect the transmission speed of shear waves and generate images via super speed image processing technology that produces color elastic images of target tissue. The severity of liver fibrosis is quantified by Young's modulus. It avoids partial defects of TE and shows appropriate diagnosis efficiency [18, 19] and reproducibility [9, 20] . Our study revealed that the cutoff value of 2D-SWE was 8.667, 11.033, and 13.000 kPa in significant liver fibrosis (≥ F2), severe fibrosis (≥ F3), and early stage of cirrhosis (F4), respectively, while the sensitivity/specificity was accordingly 90.0%/58.3%, 90.9%/90.9%, and 83.3%/86.8%, which presents a stable diagnosis efficiency. Given that no liver function or other factors were taken into account for eligible patients enrolled in this study, our results were slightly divergent from previous studies [9, [18] [19] [20] . Even though 2D-SWE can overcome some drawbacks associated with TE, the advantages of high sampling range, universal feasibility, and real-time 2D imaging also impose poor diagnosis efficiency in liver fibrosis. In this study, 2D-SWE illustrated some diagnostic value in liver fibrosis with low YI which was only 0.533, but with high-sensitivity and low specificity. It failed to meet the clinical requirements for diagnosis of early liver fibrosis.
Texture analysis is a process of extracting texture feature parameters by certain image processing techniques to obtain a quantitative or qualitative description of the texture. In previous ultrasound elastography studies, texture analysis has demonstrated advantages in the identification of carotid vulnerable plaques, thyroid and breast nodules [21, 22] . In the 2D-SWE inspection, the elastic image is obtained by gray-scale coding of the information of Young's modulus. This study attempts to characterize the texture by extracting the spatial distribution of grayscale via creating a GLCM [23, 24] and thereby reflecting the spatial statistical properties of Young's modulus. Then, combined with the Young's modulus value and the pathological results of liver fibrosis, the application value of texture features in the diagnosis of liver fibrosis was analyzed. Textural features encompass contrast, correlation, ASM, and homogeneity. Contrast refers to measurements of local variations in the image; correlation means the linear correlation of gray levels in the image; ASM reflects the order of gray levels in the image; homogeneity, which is also called inverse torque, represents measurement of proximity between element and the diagonal in GLCM and reflects uniformity of the image [25] . In our study, contrast was positively correlated with liver fibrosis stage, while homogeneity was negatively correlated with liver fibrosis stage. As the degree of liver fibrosis increased, contrast increased and homogeneity decreased, which is consistent with the intuitive features of the obtained image. In the diagnosis of liver fibrosis in all stages, both features have independent diagnosis efficiency (AUC > 0.7, P < 0.05), but there is no statistically difference from 2D-SWE. Whereas, correlation and ASM showed limited diagnosis efficiency. Therefore, we believe that it is feasible to obtain and analyze the textural features quantified based on the GLCM, and to take it as a diagnosis index for liver fibrosis stage; contrast and homogeneity harbor potency as an independent index for diagnosis of liver fibrosis stage. Furthermore, It can be inferred that the liver fibrosis patients with the progress of the disease, the overall hardness of the liver tissue increases, while the imbalance of liver tissue hardness distribution is also increasing, that is, the spatial heterogeneity of the hardness distribution is more obvious, the stage of liver fibrosis may be heavier. PRE arose from combinatorial diagnosis and exerted optimal performance in the diagnosis of liver fibrosis stage (AUC > 0.7, P < 0.05). Compared with the above independent factors in all groups, ROC curve of PRE was more proximal to the left upper corner, while AUC is the greatest value. Combination of 2D-SWE with textural analysis could more accurately reflect liver tissue hardness when the former reflects the absolute elastic modulus values in the region of interest, while the latter reflects the spatial distribution of the elastic modulus in the selected region. Statistical analysis showed that the combined diagnosis of early liver fibrosis was superior to 2D-SWE (P < 0.05).
Our study demonstrated that combination of 2D-SWE with texture analysis could effectively improve diagnosis efficiency peculiarly for early liver fibrosis with chronic hepatitis B. Nonetheless, this study contains some drawbacks: on one hand, the sample size was limited, though the feasible of texture analysis in diagnosis of liver fibrosis was conformed, the diagnosis model of liver fibrosis related texture analysis has not yet been established; on the other hand, hepatitis B virus DNA level, liver function and other factors weren't stratified. In particular, alanine aminotransferase, which is very important in the diagnosis and treatment of liver fibrosis with chronic hepatitis B, is not included in this study and may affect the stability of the result. In future studies, more effort should be directed to increasing sample size and simultaneously to comprehensive analysis of relevant indexes. Doing this should provide a novel and effective clinical measure for the non-invasive examination of liver fibrosis, especially of early liver fibrosis. 
ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Two dimensional shear wave elastography (2D-SWE) has been widely used in non-invasive diagnosis of liver fibrosis due to its non-invasiveness, reproducibility and high accuracy. However, it is not effective in the diagnosis of early liver fibrosis and it is not completely replaceable with liver biopsy; therefore, how to further improve the diagnostic efficacy of 2D-SWE examination on liver fibrosis staging is a clinically urgent problem. Texture analysis has always been a hotspot of image analysis, and texture analysis of medical images has also been achieved good results in the diagnosis and treatment of many diseases. But there are few studies on texture analysis for ultrasound elastic images currently. The combination of the two is expected to improve the diagnostic efficacy of liver fibrosis, especially early liver fibrosis in patients with chronic hepatitis B.
Research motivation
In order to improve the efficacy of non-invasive diagnosis of early liver fibrosis in patients with chronic hepatitis B, the information of elastic images obtained by 2D-SWE examination should be fully applied. This study intends to use the texture analysis software to deeply analyze the elastic images and obtain the spatial distribution information of elastic modulus, meanwhile, combined with the Young's modulus value to diagnose the liver fibrosis. It will provide a new idea and method for the diagnosis of liver fibrosis in patients with chronic hepatitis B.
Research objectives
The objective of this study was to find a non-invasive, reproducible, and accurate method for the diagnosis of early liver fibrosis caused by chronic hepatitis B. The study demonstrated that combination of 2D-SWE with texture analysis can effectively improve the diagnostic efficacy of early liver fibrosis, which provides theoretical support for the application of texture analysis in the diagnosis of early liver fibrosis in patients with chronic hepatitis B, and it also provides a possibility for non-invasive diagnosis to gradually replace the liver tissue biopsy.
Research methods
Based on the 2D-SWE examination, this study applied texture analysis software (SSI) to obtain the mean values at different angles of four texture patterns (contrast, correlation, ASM and homogeneity). Take pathological results of biopsy specimens as the gold standards to orderly test: comparison and assessment of the diagnosis efficiency conducted for 2D-SWE, contrast, correlation, ASM, homogeneity and their combination. The feasibility of 2D-SWE combined texture analysis in the diagnosis of liver fibrosis was discussed by analyzing the spatial distribution characteristics of elastic modulus, and combined with the application of Young's modulus value.
Research results
The study demonstrated that contrast and homogeneity have separated diagnostic efficacy in the diagnosis of liver fibrosis in patients with chronic hepatitis B. The AUC values of each group in the combined diagnosis are improved compared with the separated diagnosis of each index. The combined diagnosis showed higher diagnosis efficiency over 2D-SWE in early liver fibrosis. This study is the first to apply the texture analysis of elastic images to the non-invasive diagnosis of liver fibrosis, and confirmed the value of contrast and homogeneity in the diagnosis of liver fibrosis, and found that combined diagnosis can improve the diagnostic efficacy of early liver fibrosis. In the further study, it is necessary to continue to explore the influence of different angles on the diagnostic performance of texture features and the feasibility of combined application with other liver fibrosis diagnostic prediction models.
Research conclusions
The main conclusions of this study are as follows: (1) Texture analysis of elastic images can be applied in the diagnosis of liver fibrosis with chronic hepatitis B, in which the diagnostic efficacy of contrast and homogeneity is comparable to 2D-SWE, but correlation and ASM showed poor diagnosis efficiency; (2) Combined diagnosis (2D-SWE plus texture analysis) can effectively improve the diagnostic efficacy of liver fibrosis in patients with chronic hepatitis B, especially in the diagnosis of early liver fibrosis, combined diagnostic efficacy is better; and (3) The staging of liver fibrosis in chronic hepatitis B may be related to the spatial heterogeneity of liver tissue hardness distribution. The more spatial heterogeneity of hardness distribution, the more severe the degree of liver fibrosis.
Research perspectives
This study confirmed that the post-processing of elastic images can further improve the diagnostic value of ultrasound-elastic images for liver fibrosis. However, the sample size of this study is small, and other diagnostic indicators related to liver fibrosis have not been combined. A robust diagnosis model of liver fibrosis has not yet been established. In the follow-up study, while optimizing the texture analysis, the sample size will be expanded, and other liver fibrosis diagnostic methods may be combined to establish a non-invasive diagnostic model for early liver fibrosis with higher efficacy.
